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Bridging
the comfort GAp

Cooling boxes, On-board fridges
thermoelectric cup holders
Power supply, USB port

THE COMFORT STANDARD
OF FUTURE vehicles

cars

agricultural engines

trucks

“Many comfort solutions we designed in cooperation with the
automotive industry have become firm fixtures in the manufacturers’
original equipment lists. With this brochure, we invite you to discover
our idea of what will be the comfort standard in future vehicles.”

Carsten Isenberg
President Automotive OEM
Dometic WAECO International GmbH

People today spend more and more time in their vehicles, and accordingly have higher expectations concerning
the driving comfort. Like the air conditioner, cooling convenience is no longer a luxury, but the response to a real,
existing need – whether going on holiday, making a business trip, or driving a truck, tractor or other mobile
workstation. Vehicle manufacturers are aware of this fact and therefore offer integrated cooling equipment.
Dometic innovations have had a decisive impact on the market in the past decades. The first 230-volt socket
integrated in a VW series-produced car, for instance, was our invention. Integrated cooling solutions we created
for Audi, BMW, John Deere, Land Rover, MAN, Mercedes, Volvo and many other blue-chip brands underscore
our position as trendsetter in mobile refrigeration.
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Future comes as standard
Inspired by our vision to bring the comforts of home to the car, our
engineers keep finding new ways to integrate elegant cooling solutions
and smart energy systems to supply them. This gave rise to our latest
design concept: a “comfort bridge” spanning from the front middle
console to the through-load in the rear.

MOBILE REFRIGERATION – ON-BOARD CATERING AT ITS BEST
A “board bar” for the passengers in the rear, a compressor cooling
compartment, a thermoelectric bottle cooler and a thermoelectric
cup holder in the middle console

www.dometicgroup.com

MOBILE POWER STATION –
ELEGANTLY DISGUISED
USB charger port and 230-volt socket for
comfort gadgets that require AC power
to work
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Wir machen Sie fit

Built-in comfort
for agricultural machinery

Tractors, combine harvesters and combines are mobile workstations where people spend many
hours of the day. Therefore, far-sighted employers invest not only in mandatory safety equipment,
but also in comfort accessories for drivers. Modern-day vehicle cabins offer plenty of opportunities
to integrate amenities like cooling compartments, refrigerated cup holders or inverters for 230-volt
comfort gadgets. Many of these ideas have been realised by our engineers in close cooperation with
agricultural machinery manufacturers.

www.dometicgroup.com
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Our product designers know the layout of all common
truck cabins like the back of their hands. They create
bespoke solutions for stationary air conditioning, refrigeration, mobile energy supply, and for safe manoeuvring.

Storage compartments convert into fridges

Wir machen Sie fit
OEM partner of utility
vehicle manufacturers
Our expertise is also valued in the utility vehicle segment of the market. Many of our comfort and safety solutions
have found their way into the original equipment lists of truck manufacturers. From storage compartment fridges
to integrated inverters – make Dometic WAECO your preferred supplier straight from the factory.

Stationary air conditioners to suit specific
truck cabins

www.dometicgroup.com

Integrated 230 volt sockets – factory direct

Cameras with customised mount
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Things that matter

“What counts to me is the face-to-face contact with
our customers. There’s nothing to replace it.”
U. Brauns, Project and Key Account Manager

“Reliable production partners
are important. They save you a
lot of trouble. For good reason
our products are made in our
own factories, to the quality
standards we have decided on.”
Ch. Echelmeyer,
Development Engineer

“Innovative ideas grow best in a team
environment with flat hierarchies.
New challenges are always welcome.
It’s what makes work fun and exciting.”
F. Knipper, Development Engineer

Contacts
Automotive OEM Division

Division Management
Mr. Carsten Isenberg
Phone: +49 2572 879-443
Mail:
isenberg@dometic-waeco.de
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Dometic Group is a customer-driven, world-leading provider of leisure products for the RV, automotive, truck and
marine markets. We supply the industry and aftermarket with a complete range of air conditioners, refrigerators,
awnings, cookers, sanitation systems, lighting, mobile power equipment, comfort and safety solutions, windows, doors
and other equipment that make life more comfortable away from home.
Dometic Group supplies a wide range of workshop equipment for service and maintenance of built-in air conditioners.
Dometic Group also provides specially designed refrigerators for hotel rooms, offices, wine storage and transport and
storage of medical products.
Our products are sold in almost 100 countries and are produced mainly in wholly-owned production facilities around the
world.

Dometic WAECO
International GmbH

Hollefeldstraße 63
48282 Emsdetten, Germany
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